TRISTATE
Results for Saturday Schooling, 04/27/19

1st Grade: Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
1 Mac's Pierce
4 Kelsos Ruffino
6 Cet Shawty

2nd Grade: Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
2 Rudeturtlnindstry
4 Slatex Margo
8 Cet Little Razz

3rd Grade: Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
4 Kelsos Bigredone
7 Cet Undertaker
2 Mac's Kip

4th Grade: Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
8 Up In Smoke
6 Last Act Nash
2 Aussie Pete

5th Grade: Distance: 550 Condition: Fast
4 Mr Mercedes
2 Kelsos Naysayor
6 Gls Snazzy